The Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons
1966 to 1977—Chapter 1:Bob Gaudio Takes Control
I

“ t was 1966. The radio as always, was on and a new rock hit version of “I´ve Got You
Under My Skin” was playing. This was the first time I took notice of “The Four Seasons”. I lived in Bristol, Rhode Island , a million miles away from anything like what I
was hearing that day, yet I thought to myself: “One day I would love to be a member of
that group!”.......................”
The words of John Paiva from his unpublished biography capture a moment when the
change in the Four Seasons and their ultimate destiny would be set. John did eventually
become a Four Season and was part of the line-up that would give the group their biggest ever world-wide hit almost 10 years later.
Back in 1966 although ‘Skin’ had a big impact as a hit (#9 on Billboard and Cashbox) it
was a milestone track in many ways. In fact the song can be seen as a big test of Bob
Gaudio’s musical genius…and by mid 1966 it was desperately needed. The group’s traditional sound was in danger of losing it’s place in the record buying public’s hearts as
competing styles and sounds took over. How could the falsetto sound of the past 4
years survive? Looking back we need to trace the previous 2 years to see how quickly
things were changing. Firstly 1965 had been a real ‘watershed’ for the group in so many
ways.
By the second half of 1965 the ‘sound’ of
the Four Seasons was being seriously challenged by internal strife and change. Nick
Massi left the group as a result (if we believe the ‘Jersey Boys’ script ) of personality and domestic clashes that were really
biting, and Charles Calello their arranger
joined on bass guitar and vocals as he
knew all the parts. Although a more than
competent deputy on stage he also really
wanted to leave. An arrest for a non-paid
bill(not the first apparently) in Ohio revealed
Tommy’s mis-management of the groups
finances and Bob Gaudio was ‘running
cold’ in terms of song-writing and his relationship with Bob Crewe was becoming
ever more strained. The fact that Bob
Crewe took the producers share of royalties
as well as a share of the writing with
Gaudio rankled with the songwriter. After all
he was the true composer as Crewe had no
musical training whatsoever. But Crewe
contributed the lyrics in many cases, knew
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a hit sound and how to manage it’s production and sell it to the record companies and the public as he had shown through their rise to fame. Bob Gaudio whose melodies had been at the
core of the groups success felt he could produce the group and take the credit. This internal
conflict would surface again and again throughout the group’s history. With Charlie Calello
leaving the group at the end of 1965 for an exclusive producer’s role at Columbia they not only
needed a stage and studio presence, but they had also lost their music arranger as well as
their vocal arranger in Nick Massi. Much of the previous year’s success was down to the writing and production skills of Sandy Linzer and Denny Randell but with them considering their
futures the groups identity, sound and hits appeared to be under threat during early 1966. Joe
Long joined to provide great vocal and instrumental support particularly in their ‘live’ shows.
Frankie Valli also embarked tentatively on a ‘solo’ performer path just to add to the confusion.
And the group would create a record in other ways as their search to diversify found them with
3 hits in the Pop Chart under different names in the same year. No other group has matched
this. They appeared as The 4 Seasons featuring the ‘sound’ of Frankie Valli, as The Wonder
Who and as Frankie Valli solo during 1965.
Understanding how their ability to create ‘hits’ had been so challenged requires us to trace
back through the Philips period to track the timeline of the creative process that would result in
‘I’ve Got You Under My Skin’. It is necessary to look back to 1963 to see how things evolved
to result in Bob’s dramatic production in 1966.
The sound of the Four Seasons underwent a fundamental change at the end of 1963 as they
worked on a key track to sell themselves to Philips. ‘Dawn’ was to herald a new sound and a
‘purple patch’ of fine recordings and hits
Billboard retrospectively says of this milestone track…. “Declaring themselves free of their
Vee Jay contract, (although embarking on litigation with the label) the Four Seasons reentered the Atlantic NYC recording studio on November 20, 1963, to cut their next single, "Dawn (Go Away)" (co-written by Gaudio and Sandy Linzer). It was released on Philips Records, a European firm distributed in the U.S. by Mercury, in January 1964. It entered the charts on February 1, 1964, and would have hit number one if not for the
Beatles, whose initial American hits "I Want to Hold Your Hand" and "She Loves You"
held it at number three for three weeks. The song had an unusual class consciousness;
the narrator is a lower-class boy who tells a girl from a higher social strata that she
should break up with him and stick with a boy from her own income bracket instead.
"Think what your family would say," he advises. "Think what you're throwing away.
Now, think what the future would be with a poor boy like me."
As Charlie Calello describes, a team of people behind the group started to create such pop
masterpieces……
“Crewe was more then capable and was a brilliant producer. Not to minimize my involvement, I just made his ideas work! Later on, with experience under my belt, I was
able to do more and more and eventually became "Charlie Calello."(ed arranger and producer on hundreds of pop record labels). In the beginning we needed Bob Crewe because he knew how to make "Hits." He taught us well and the records tell the
story. Also, the songs were much simpler to record and there were usually a few people
around that would help Crewe if he ran into trouble………. a lot of things took place after
the arrangements were written. When we went into the studio and we recorded the muThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—Chapter 1 (version 1 – June 2013)
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sic, a lot of the things that would happen would happen as a result of Bob Crewe, who
would hear something where somebody made a mistake, or somebody hit the wrong
chord, or while they were tuning up they got a funny sound, and he would create something. And when I said that he added the element of the bizarre, what he taught us was
not to be afraid of going beyond what was normal. And some of the things that took
place on the record, although we all had our dominant part within the process, in the
studio you never knew where that ingredient was going to come from that created the
thing that caught the attention of someone. Because basically here’s what we were doing; our thought process was a lot less complicated. The same time that we were making records, Motown
was making records.
So we listened to Motown records and we
tried to emulate the
Motown records. And
imitating the Motown
records, because we
didn’t have the same
players, and because
we didn’t have the
same electronics or
the same sound, we
were in pursuit of trying to get that sound
which we never were
able to duplicate. But
in the process we created our own thing. So
we always had a reference point whenever
we went into the studio. We didn’t go in
blindly, looking for all
of the ideas in the studio. We had a concept
and tried to follow that
concept and in the
Bob Crewe-Mirasound Studio 1967:
process maybe arrived
Photo George Schowerer –Sound Engineer
at a different direction,
but had a definitive direction when we went in.
It’s been well chronicled over the years that the creative process in the studio, certainly
between the two Bobs was often volatile, there was a lot of arguing….it’s a very interesting subject in itself because if you understood the personalities, the differences between the two Bobs, Bob Gaudio being very mechanical and methodical and Bob Crewe
being off the cuff, you put those two elements together and there was always going to
be some kind of friction. Well, very early on, I’ll tell you something I learnt from Crewe.
Bob asked me to do something and I said, "You can’t do that Bob". He said, "Charles; if
you can’t, someone else will". So, there was no musical thought that Bob ever had that I
didn’t try to create to give him what he wanted in a particular area. So if I went into the
studio and he said, "Charles, the strings should go down" , I thought he was going to
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make a mistake, But eventually after making a lot of records with him, I realized that he
really had a direction and I would try to help him accomplish what he was hearing. And
watching Gaudio and Crewe work: Gaudio being extremely non-flexible and Crewe being somewhat flexible, Gaudio (also knowing that this was primarily his brain child) if he
thought the idea was working he’d let it go. Bob Gaudio did not have the most positive
outlook on any kind of change. So it took him a while before he’d settle into an idea and
if he thought the idea was working then he’d back off.“
To see how Charlie was a natural replacement for Nick Massi we can see that he always was
a singing member of the group before Nickie left the group, Charlie again…
“ The speed we made
the records back then
was incredible, we’d
do a whole album in
two days. At the speed
we would work, sometimes the vocal parts
could not be learned
as quickly as we
needed them to be
learned. So I would
sing Tommy’s part,
give him the parts, I’d
sing along with him,
and sometimes I’d sing
Bob’s part. Nick usually had the part - his
ears were pretty
good…….. when you
consider some of the
records that we made, we did the albums in 2 to 3 days, there was a lot of preproduction that went into making a record. We would rehearse and rehearse and rehearse, and then after we would learn 10 or 12 songs, naturally some of the Seasons
would have trouble remembering all of the parts. Somebody would ultimately say,
"That’s not my part, this was my part". Then I’d show them and they’d say, "How am I
supposed to know? You could be telling me something different". Looking back, it was
quite funny. We would argue over those parts, but yes, we all did sing on some of the
records. ……. It wasn’t anything that we documented because we were just in the process of trying to finish so you know, whatever needed to be done we would do at that
particular time. Bob Crewe usually stayed in the control room, so Bob really didn’t sing
on many of the records.”
When the Four Seasons moved to Philips with their Atlantic Studios recording of ‘Dawn’, they
had moved their Vee-Jay sound progressively to new level. This new sound was a breakthrough thanks in many ways to the arranging of Charles Calello… On "Candy Girl" I had had
a major part but ’Dawn’ was the first "Charlie Calello" style record I had the opportunity
to make for the Seasons. ‘Ronnie’, the follow up, was a great song too, and a somewhat
copy of ‘Dawn’ but it was back to that structured sound that Bob Gaudio had developed.
Although I didn't rehearse the 4 Seasons on "Dawn" I did the layout on the piano and
played the whole record before writing a note. There were a few other records I felt I was
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able to steer the ship but ‘Dawn’ was special.
One of the other unique things about ‘Dawn’
was, Sandy Linzer. Sandy was not Italian and
didn't live around Italians so his input was different. Over the years Sandy and I had many
hits and mostly Sandy allowed me to do my
thing. From "Dawn" on, I started to play a more
intricate part in making the tracks. Then there
was a series of Charlie Calello styled records
because I basically laid out the rhythm tracks.
Prior to that, Gaudio had come up with most of
the ideas and layouts, and I would change his
orchestration techniques. But as we made more
and more records, I got more and more involved because Gaudio would do basically the
same thing over and over again and I would
pretty much know what he wanted to do. So I
would add the stuff that I knew would support
the ideas that he was giving me. But Gaudio still remained a vital force because we sat
together and wrote every arrangement. A Charlie Calello record really was a Charlie
Calello record because I was coming up with most of the ideas and I started to create
what eventually became my own sound on records which was not only used for the 4
Seasons but on other records. For example I also produced "Lightening Strikes" with
Lou Christie which used the things I had been learning up to this point. No matter how
many times I’ve written music and I’ve had it in my head, I always have a definitive
sound in mind. Usually what happens is that the records don’t sound as good as they
sound in my head. For some reason the musicians never really play the parts exactly
the way I want them. In those days, a lot of times I would go home feeling quite disappointed that it didn’t turn out exactly the way I wanted. I learned later on that it would
have turned out the way I wanted had we spent more time. But we use to do 3 or 4
songs in a 3 hour period of time with musicians.
In most cases with the Philips recordings particularly when you listen to the records
and you listen to the quality of the records, and the nuances in the records, and take
into account all the rehearsing that may have gone on beforehand, all that was needed
was for Frankie and the boys to step up to the mike. That is still an incredible achievement. Let me back up a step. When Bob Gaudio did "Rag Doll", it was a combination of
"Dawn (Go Away)", "Sherry" from the rhythm track, and "Be My Baby" (the Ronettes
song). And all the ‘bell’ figures that Gaudio used on the record all came from "Dawn (Go
Away)". Those figures all came from another source. But the vocal arrangement was
really the star of that show. The vocal was so powerful on that record that the rhythm
track really just magnified what they did. Now Gaudio created that record (Rag Doll)
from soup to nuts. He told everybody what to play, how to play it etc. etc. And they went
in to make that record, I think that night they only made one record, "Rag Doll". I didn’t
do "Rag Doll". They did that on their own. Gaudio wrote the song, he came up with the
idea and he and Crewe finished the song, and they went in to actually cut it as a demo.
They would do demos to see how the thing would work. I think they recorded it as a
demo to see if this "Ooooooh" and "Aaaaaah" business was going to work. After Rag
Doll, Bob Gaudio had a hard time coming up with better material than Linzer/Randell.
The Seasons were also working (on the road)a lot and I didn’t see a lot of the guys
unless we rehearsed or went into the studio.”
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1964’s success had given them 5 US Top Ten hits and the ‘sound’ of the ‘Rag Doll’ album
was enhanced by Denny Randell’s arrangements and Sandy Linzer’s lyrics.
By late 1964 the hit formula for Four Seasons records was firmly established and, with this expanded team contributing to the writing and producing, it meant the group could promote themselves on the road whilst the production team created the tracks for albums and singles using
studio musicians and Charlie’s arranging and preparation skills. Frankie Valli has said “The
Four Seasons produced themselves”, but that is an over simplification and by this time it
was really Crewe-Gaudio-Calello-Randell-Linzer that shaped the hits and the sound. Like
Motown’s production techniques the Four Seasons produced ‘manufactured pop’ as Charles
Calello puts it….” Well what we did was, we manufactured records. If you listen to the 4
Seasons records, one of the problems that Frankie has with even performing the songs
is that they were so dictated and manufactured that Frankie, although he had this wonderful sound, never became known as a great singer. Not with his peers who were making music at that point. Frankie was much more talented than the records. The records
restricted him to a greater degree. So what created the sound was Frankie’s instrument
along with other instruments within the group. Now the 4 Seasons themselves, the original 4 Seasons, had a unique sound and the sound was because three of the people in
the group were really not singers. So there was sort of a doo wop quality about the way
the records were made and there was sort of like a rawness to the sound…………. I
could explain it to you like this; there was an urgency about the music because, although the music was simple, the people who were not as musically inclined, were performing at the top of their level. Now although the top of their level was very elementary,
it had an energy sense that could not have been derived had the people been more competent. In other words if there were four people like myself with an extensive musical
background, the records would not have had the intensity because they had to really
work to make it that simple. And that’s what created the sound. Now I don’t know if
you’re getting the illustration, but it’s sort of like a craftsman who has all the finest tools
at his disposal and he makes this wonderful piece of carpentry work and then he goes
and he sees something(similar) that he thinks is magnificent, and he sees that the man
did it with a chisel. “
In 1964 the team perfected ‘the sound’ using the formula they had mastered. They knew how
to get what they wanted. Despite the changes in 1965 with Nickie leaving, the production line
continued to produce classics as Charlie says….”Take for example "Let’s Hang On": after
Sandy Linzer, Denny Randell and Bob Crewe wrote the song,, the 4 Seasons were on
the road. They gave me the song, I took the song home, wrote the vocal part, wrote the
orchestration and we recorded the track without the Seasons being there. Gaudio liked
the song. I think he had approved of the song, I’m not sure. And I wrote the vocal chart
and Denny Randell went to Atlantic City to teach them the vocal arrangement. They
came in one day after rehearsing the vocal arrangement, recorded the whole song, then
went back out on the road. I virtually made the entire record with Bob Crewe, Denny
Randell and Sandy Linzer, they were all in the studio. Then, the next record Nick Massi
left and I joined the band.
Charlie continues re their arranging techniques….”We used four to five horns. And also, if
we used two saxophones I used Joe Farrell. Joe was a very famous jazz musician but he
was still young enough that he understood pop music. Now on "Working my way back
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cords, we basically used that horn sound for a while. By that time, none of the 4 Seasons were playing on the records. We were using all studio musicians. It took us maybe
about a year before we actually found guys that could play the music and play it the way
we felt would make the record sound really good. But in the meantime I was making
other records as a producer in my own right so I had a pretty good idea as to who was
doing what, and eventually you go through a bunch of musicians until you found out
who played what you wanted. “ Buddy Salzman created the distinctive drum style on many of
the songs from this period.
And in 1965 Frankie Valli had aspirations of a ‘solo’ career. Bob Hyde commented in the 1996
Notes to ACE’s ‘Solo/Timeless’ CD…”There appears little on record to explain exactly why
the group released Valli solo records in the first place – not that it wasn’t a pretty smart
idea”
The group, where partners at this stage, and a solo outing was, perhaps just regarded as an
experiment.? Or maybe with Nickie leaving, the need to find alternative creative outlets was
being considered?…and the singles appeared on the SMASH label and not Philips so maybe
the label weren’t too keen on a Frankie Valli solo release. “The Sun Ain’t Gonna Shine Anymore b/w This Is Goodbye’ SMASH S-1995 was apparently held back for some months having been recorded/mastered in June 1965 but it’s achievement as a “Bubbling Under hit at
#128” in November wasn’t spectacular. But it was enough to get the group and Valli back in
the studio in December 1965 to record the Crewe- Calello composition “(You're Gonna) Hurt
Yourself b/w Night Hawk (by The Valli Boys)“SMASH S-2015, this time with the Seasons
on backing vocals and on an instrumental ‘B’ side.
But this was following one
of Bob Crewe’s ideas that
missed the mark and was a
major failure in a great run of
pop albums with Philips.
‘The 4 Seasons sing Big
Hits by Burt Bacharach
and Bob Dylan’ (Philips
PHS 600-193).Charlie
Calello was there and arranged and conducted the
group on Nick Massi’s last
album before he left. Charlie
says of the album..
“The Bacharach and Dylan
fiasco was something I
didn’t understand. The
Seasons, in no way, related to Dylan and musically they were not sophisticated enough to do Bacharach songs. In my opinion, they should have never released
that album. I don’t know if that was done to fulfill some sort of contractual problem but I
thought it was a bad move. The Dylan songs were the brain child of Bob Crewe. I
thought the idea was stupid when we did it because we were not a folk band nor were
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we the college types that listen to folk music. We were street people - - Italian from the
street and basically with limited education. We could care less about what the kids in
the 60's were into. I don't think, at that time, the 4 Seasons really thought about
what direction they were going. They were just looking to make hits. Bob Dylan & Burt
Bacharach were two of the hottest song writers of the 60's, other than the Motown people. I guess they went along with Crewe because he sold them on the idea. I really don't
think the idea came from Frankie or Bob. If you know anything about song writing, you
go into a little room, work all day and hope you come out with a hit.
The song that put them back on the
map was “Let’s Hang On.” The next
two releases were Bob Crewe’s
choices, Don’t Think Twice ( by the
Wonder Who - WHAT WERE THEY
THINKING) and “Little Boy (In Grown
Up Clothes)” (to satisfy a contractual arrangement from their Vee-Jay
departure) but it was ‘Working My
Way Back to You’ that really put
them back in the game.”
In fact as well as appearing in over 100
concert performances in 1965 Charlie
also sang on 9 of the 12 tracks on the
‘Working My Way Back To You’ PHS600-201
album and he arranged it all.
But Charlie, ‘The Producer’ had recorded
‘Lightnin’ Strikes’ with Lou Christie on 3rd September 1965 and as 1965 ended it was soaring
towards #1 in the Billboard charts. So as far as
the Seasons team were concerned Charlie had
competing interests and Charlie felt he needed
to move on…… The last session in 1965 that
featured arrangements/conducting and vocals by
Charlie was in November 1965 to finish with
'Working My Way Back To You' and then he
left and signed up for Columbia Records on an
exclusive deal “That was the last of my involvement (ed…for a while)…… There was a
publisher by the name of Al Gallico whose
As well as appearing ‘live’ with the group
name was quite prominent in the music busiin over 100 performances Charlie Calello
ness who introduced me to the people at Coappeared in the promotion photos for the
lumbia records and that’s how I wound up at
‘Gold Vault Of Hits’ Album.
Columbia records. . By that time all they
( Crewe-Gaudio) had to do was copy the style
we created: the real run (anyway) was coming to a close.”
Joe Long and Charlie Calello never got the time to rehearse together and Joe simply watched
the shows to learn the parts. His first appearance?......”……it was traumatic. The first gig
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was in West Virginia at a university. When I first went with the boys, I met them in L.A.
to do these T.V. shows and on the way back they said, “O.K., you’ll be working with
Charlie Calello for the next couple of weeks and he’ll be teaching you all of the parts, all
of the songs.” I said “Great.” They told me, “Just call Charlie when we get back to New
Jersey.” I called Charlie and he said, “OK. I can’t do it today, it may be tomorrow.”
This kept getting pushed back and in the meantime the first job that I was supposed to
do was coming up very quickly. And finally it’s like the day of the job, and I had been
travelling with them by the way listening to the shows, and the day of the show they
said to me, “Charlie isn’t making it. You’re on tonight!” And I said, “You know, I haven’t had one rehearsal!” So they said, “Well, do the best you can!” So in front of 6500
people I went out there practically wetting my pants, and did the show.”
The start of 1966 heralded a period and pace of change in popular music production and styles

that had never been experienced before (and some would argue since). Rubber Soul was the
sixth studio album by the English rock group The Beatles, released in December 1965. Produced by George Martin, Rubber Soul had been recorded in just over four weeks to make
the Christmas market. The album was described as a major artistic achievement, attaining
widespread critical and commercial success, with reviewers taking note of The Beatles' developing musical vision. Rubber Soul is often cited as one of the greatest albums in music history. Brian Wison had tuned the design and delivery of pop melodies and harmonies up to a
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new level with the release of the 'Pet Sounds' album in Spring 1966. It was one of the 'first
pure products of the age of multi-track recording......for it was indeed a collection of
sounds more than songs' as Jonathon Gould aptly describes it. He (Wilson) “crowned his
meticulously layered arrangements with ethereal doo-wop harmonies and madrigal vocal counterpoints......performed with the precision of a high school pep squad” . It had
cloying sentimental lyrics maybe some found puerile but this was countered by the sophistication of the music and, at least in the UK it went on to be one of the top selling albums of 1966.
Perhaps more importantly it influenced The Beatles songwriting and as summer came the pop
world was again rocked by the variety of The Beatles releases.
Coping with this and Charlie’s departure at the end of 1965 was achieved with the vibrant
‘Opus 17’ in spring 1966. Sandy Linzer and Denny Randell were creating at a peak at this
time…Sandy told us…” Opus #17 was written over the chord progression to ‘A Lover's
Concerto ( I noticed that ‘Where Did Our Love Go’ by the Supremes and ‘I Can't Help My
Self’ by the 4 Tops were the same progressions so I used that idea for ‘Opus#17’.) It was
another example of the influences of Motown’s hit making machine influencing the
‘Seasons’ production team….but it worked and the track achieved #13.” It was Joe Long's
first session as a Four Seasons and definitely a new and more progressive sound.
Sandy/Denny's departure following that hit was also a big loss in the Spring of 1966 and interviews have indicated that they felt they had achieved all they could working with Bob Crewe
and within the structured environment of the ‘Seasons’ hit making machine as we have described it from Charlie Calello’s perspective. But walking away from the success of the Toys
and The 4 Seasons makes this appear somewhat illogical. One rumour is that in the midst of
disputes with Bob Crewe re publishing royalties they signed a contract with Don Kirshner, a
music business veteran who was a top executive at Colgems Records (a label affiliated with
Columbia/Screen Gems) When Crewe heard of this his legal team nullified the contract leaving
Sandy and Denny out of work. Perhaps Don was trying to recruit Sandy and Denny to the new
Monkees TV show production team. We can’t say if this is true but Charlie Calello diplomatically says...“I don't remember the details of what happened but soon after they left I got
them a job as producers at Epic Records.”
They arguably didn't achieve anything as special as their work with the 4 Seasons at Epic and
their work there is not to the standard achieved with Crewe. They did however do lots of other
great work again with Frankie and the Seasons and everything they did do in later years was
consistently memorable.....Sandy wrote , 'Electric Stories'(1967)...'Where Are My Dreams
(1970) and Native New Yorker(with Denny 1977 – a major hit for Odyssey) as well as
Streetfighter (1984) and Even Now (1992)...and Denny wrote 'Swearin To God'(1976) with
Bob Crewe (as well as a 1982 effort ‘Extra Terrestrial Brother’(with Crewe)....and Charlie
Calello worked with Sandy on his own disco album 'Sing Sing Sing' in 1979.as well as several
other tracks with Odyssey. But this only scratches the surface of their material.
These changes of personnel by mid 1966 had left Bob Crewe and Bob Gaudio the main creators of the records with the problem of creating new sounds and hit records: And in a changing
music scene. The main run of hits was diminishing and they needed new concepts. By the
time Joe Long joined the group in early 1966, Bob Gaudio had generally “taken over the
store” ….says Charlie Calello. Bob Crewe would put Bob Gaudio on the spot to come up with
a solution as he pioneered new sounds and new directions with Mitch Ryder and The Detroit
Wheels. Given the responsibility, how well Gaudio responded......at least in terms of singles
and after a barren spell he suddenly found an inspirational concept that stunned everyone.
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Charlie Calello again….. “I’ve Got You Under My Skin is a real milestone, inspired by the
Sinatra version. Frankie Valli was working with Sinatra and Gaudio went to see Sinatra
and heard him do "I’ve got you under my skin”. It was when Frankie was opening for
him and Bob walked away with his head coming up with that arrangement. That inspired
it and it was all Gaudio’s arrangement. Gaudio wrote the vocal arrangement as well as
laying out the concept. ". It was Gaudio’s brainchild to re-arrange it and the "never win,
never win"close, that was all Gaudio. Gaudio put that together. And Artie Schroek did
the musical arrangement. That’s
when I was at Columbia Records.
Ironically, Don Costa copied the
ending of the 4 Seasons record
and did a similar ending on Sinatra’s My Way. “
A brilliant concept but sustaining
success was becoming a real challenge
The changing music scene in late
1966 was influencing everyone’s
thinking. Revolver by The Beatles
in August 1966 was for them and
pop music a break with the past. It
was an album focused on the interplay of the group members in a way
never before attempted. This was a
new kind of album and would have
a huge impact. Coupled with the
explosion of interest in soul music
and in particular the success of Motown 1966 was closing with a very
different sound to it's start. By comparison the 4 Seasons were hanging onto what they knew best. No
album emerged from them in 1966
as the LP format started to establish
itself as the main earner for record
companies. The solo outing by
Frankie Valli with 'You're Ready
Now b/w Cry For Me' SMASH S2037 had gotten good airplay but limited sales in March and again in October 'The Proud One
b/w Ivy' PHILIPS 4047 failed to hit. Notably however both songs would subsequently become
major hits for other artists. The scattergun effect and the credible direction of the groups sound
although not too greatly damaged by these solo outings showed a lack of focus and the continuation of the Wonder Who series with 'On The Good Ship Lollipop b/w You're Nobody
Till Somebody Loves You' PHILIPS 40380 was doing nothing to demonstrate the serious
creative musical direction of the group. Amazingly these sides achieved Billboard positions of
Nr's 87 and 96 respectively. Bob Crewe (who was diversifying sounds and artists at his Dynavoice/Dynavox labels) and Philips would perhaps argue there was no need to respond to the
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quickly changing scene with their albums still selling well in the US supported by their touring
programme.
By November 1966 Philips were trying to maximize sales from their ‘cash cow’ artists with a
Billboard ad on 6th featuring 8 albums and 11 double hit singles. Like Capitol with the Beatles
they had a three and a half year catalogue to call on but noticeably no new 1966 material.
By focusing on singles during 1966 and 1967 the remaining Four Seasons management
(Frankie, Bob and Tommy) would not become a critically acclaimed group …(despite the success of ‘Jersey Boys’). Why have the Four Seasons' had such low critical standing for this period?. For them and Philips it was a crucial choice made at a key moment in their career. One
of the important changes in emphasis from this time was the transition from the 45 rpm single
as the major element in a recording act's work, to the album. Typically, that was the change
pioneered by the Beatles, but it was recognized by Brian Wilson immediately, in his conception
of 1966's Pet Sounds, which stands as the bedrock of Beach Boys worship.
At the same time, however, the Four Seasons' brain trust was laboring to launch Valli's solo
career as a middle-of-the-road pop singer while trying to maintain the group's popularity almost
exclusively through successive hit singles.
Refusing to give up on their formula for success the Four Seasons hit back with the atmospheric sound of 'Tell It To The Rain b/w Show Girl PHILIPS 40412
which rose to Nr 10 after its November 1966 release. Another melodic falsetto laced anthem
that the long standing fans loved. It had all of the elements of their previous hits.
But just as this hit came out The Beatles ,who had given up touring totally to concentrate their
time in the studio, created the epic sides 'Penny Lane' and 'Strawberry Fields'. A clear
'raising of the bar' in terms of pop music creativity which left everyone floundering to compete. Long relaxed recording sessions that had generated 'Paperback Writer' and 'Rain' in
the Spring as studio based compositions was now the new method for recording. By comparison the 4 Seasons and Motown artists usually had the songs developed at pre-recording sesThe Rise and Fall of The NEW Four Seasons 1966 to 1977—Chapter 1 (version 1 – June 2013)
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sions with the parts written
up by the arranger. By mid
1966 for the Seasons this
was usually new arrangers
Herb Bernstein or Artie
Schroek as they experimented with different
styles. The success of
“I've Got You Under My
Skin' and “Tell It To The
Rain' showed that great
recordings were still coming from Bob Crewe and
his team.
But the Beatles (inspired
by the remarkable studio
production of Brian Wilson
on 'Good Vibrations' with
The Beach Boys) consumed 125 hours of studio
time to create 3 tracks by
late November
1966...bringing new imaginative lyrics and arrangements with innovative
sound effects. Although
'Paperback Writer' failed
to become The Beatles
13th consecutive Nr 1 it
was a shift in technique
and style that no-one seeking to succeed in the pop
charts could ignore. Pop
music was no longer being
‘manufactured’. It was
being ‘created’
Philips were trying to maximize sales from their ‘cash cow’
“After 5 fabulous
artists with a Billboard ad on 6th November 1966 featuring
8 albums and 11 double hit singles
years”,as Philips advertised them (ed-really only
4!) The Four Seasons had to try to come up with an album and a single to compete. Surely
they couldn't continue doing the formula hits from the seemingly out-dated model in the face of
changing and innovative sounds? Would they and Philips change during 1967?…..would they
need too?…… Could they find a way to keep getting into the charts?
References: Articles: Song Hits June 1966 and December 1966: “Out Of Season” by John Paiva (unpublished biography); Four Seasons UK Appreciation Society Newsletters: Special thanks for contributions to : Charles Calello: Joe
Long; Denny Randell; Sandy Linzer: Frank Rovello: Stuart Miller: Ken Charmer: George Ingram: Lynn Boleyn: Ray
Nichol: George Schowerer
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